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Connecting operating aircraft with ground-based analytics systems through high-speed connectivity 

will transform how airlines plan, manage, and execute their operations.  This report outlines current 

and future capabilities in collecting and transmitting aircraft data, as well as the connectivity and data 

processing systems required to solve high-value operational issues. 

TOPICS COVERED IN THIS WHITE PAPER INCLUDE:
• What aircraft-generated data can be harvested from today’s fleets

• How next-generation aircraft data capabilities impact bandwidth and processing requirements

• What operational use cases are the most compelling applications for Connected Aircraft data

• How in-flight connectivity (IFC) and ground networks offer cost-effective data transmission

• How cloud-based big-data systems allow airlines to store and use aircraft-generated data

• How solutions that leverage real-time data impact airline workflow and decision making

We examine the Connected Aircraft model and industry impact considering network operations, 

asset utilization, fuel conservation, flight planning, and passenger service priorities. We also review 

the importance of comprehensive security as the Connected Aircraft vision connects aircraft and 

ground systems on a global IP-based network. Finally, we explore how an airline’s ability to drive 

near-term value from operational improvements increases the return on investment from IFC 

investments.

IFC AND THE CONNECTED AIRCRAFT
In-flight connectivity (IFC) has transformed the passenger experience for millions of global 

passengers that fly each year on connected aircraft. IFC enables real-time internet browsing, live 

television, text messaging, and even voice calls through a robust infrastructure of air-to-ground and 

satellite-based systems. By the end of 2015, 55 global airlines will have implemented IFC solutions 

with real-time capability. 
 
IFC platforms involve a combination of aircraft equipment investments and ongoing investments in 

air-to-ground or satellite bandwidth. To date, the passenger experience has driven airlines’ choice of 

IFC solutions.  However, this paradigm is shifting as airlines increasingly see the value of utilizing IFC 

as a way to extract cost savings and efficiencies for their operations.

Using IFC, airlines can log, process, and share aircraft-generated data in real time. Satellite-based 

platforms with global coverage therefore unlock the potential of the “Connected Aircraft”, where 

information and analytics flow between cockpit and ground and drive new situational awareness and 

collaboration.
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DATA FLOW FROM AVIONICS TO ANALYST
To realize Connected Aircraft potential, two fundamental problems must be addressed: (1) aircraft-

generated data must be read, structured, and broadcasted to ground; and (2) an infrastructure of 

robust processing architectures must transform this data into information usable in airline planning, 

management, and operational decision-making activities. 

The Connected Aircraft model will be built on a foundation of interconnected systems that 

link aircraft avionics directly to operational analysts. The Connected Aircraft system will source 

information from airline fleets, send information across a variety of secure IFC and ground-based 

communication networks, store information in robust data warehouses that can accommodate the 

volume of data collected, and solve core operational problems using the real-time data collected. 

GEE’s cockpit integration and EFB systems, global satellite connectivity, and big data solutions offer 

airlines a one-stop Connected Aircraft solution. While optimized for GEE’s satellite connectivity 

offerings, GEE’s open-architecture solutions are also compatible with other IFC platforms and third-

party EFB1 and software packages.

ROLE OF IFC
The Connected Aircraft vision combines large-scale data acquisition, high-bandwidth global 

connectivity, and ground-based big data solutions that turn aircraft data into usable information for 

future planning and real-time decision-making. The vision defines an interconnected system that 
spans from avionics to analysts. The ability to collect, transmit, log, and use rich real-time aircraft 

information in everyday operational management is emerging, and factors such as security, reliability, 

and end-to-end service level agreements will be critical to achieving Connected Aircraft benefits in 

mission critical circumstances. 

1 Electronic Flight Bag

GEE is the first IFC provider to offer 
avionics-to-analyst solutions that source, 
send, store, and solve in an integrated 
package of services with end-to-end 
reliability and optimization.
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The concept of air-to-ground connectivity for operational purposes is not new. Airlines receive 

real-time data from aircraft today, but messages transmitted are inherently limited in size, costly to 

transmit, and difficult to integrate into ground-based systems that support airline operations. 

Throughout the 1970s, airline crews relayed on-board information to ground using voice 

communication, over VHF or HF radio frequencies, with an emphasis on basic flight data such 

as gate departure and arrival times and current aircraft position. During the 1980s, many airlines 

introduced digital datalink systems (ACARS) to transmit short messages between aircraft and ground, 

using VHF radio frequencies and low-bandwidth satellite systems.2 Today, more than 50 million 

ACARS messages are transmitted each day between air and ground.

While ACARS offers real-time, air-to-ground communication capability, there are three major 

obstacles to using ACARS systems for comprehensive data communication: message size limitations, 

transmission cost, and interfacing with ground-based Internet networks. 

First, the information payload that is transmitted in an ACARS message is limited. A typical short-

haul flight by a Boeing 737NG generates about 5 MB of avionics data.3 The teletype-based ACARS 

messaging format has strict formatting requirements and limitations, including a maximum message 

size ill-suited for detailed avionics reports.4 

Second, service fees by ACARS networks can be a major fleet operating expense.5 Transmitting 5MB 

of in-flight data over ACARS could cost more than $4,000 over ground-based VHF networks; thus 

most airlines transmit only the most essential information required today.6 
 
Third, legacy messaging systems are complex to integrate into airline information networks and 

decision support technologies. Third-party applications parse ACARS messages and convert data 

into structured information that can be used in modern Internet-based applications, but the legacy 

data formats limit ACARS utility. 

 

 

2 Aircraft Communications Addressing and Reporting System (ACARS). Examples of data transmitted over such narrowband systems 

include flight plans, weather information, aircraft parking brake status, and weight-on-wheels sensors. Many airlines have also en-

hanced ACARS data transmissions with short messages from key aircraft systems to automate transmission of maintenance faults.

3 Ryanair, 737-800 flight segment

4 Type B messages are limited to 60 lines of 63 characters each, or about 3,700 total characters. Messages are also format limited to 

only specific characters.

5 Transmission cost ranges from $0.10 per kilobit for terrestrial networks to $0.20 or more per kilobit for satellite-based systems.

6 Based on rates of $0.10 per kilobit transmitted over VHF ACARS network.
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To realize the benefits of real-time communication, airlines need channels free from ACARS’ 

structural, cost and integration constraints. Satellite-based IFC adds additional bandwidth, providing 

efficient, global, high-speed connectivity between cockpit, crews, and managers. Because IFC 

systems use Internet protocols, they are ideal for sending aircraft information directly to data 

warehouses for storage and processing. 
 
IFC IS THE CRITICAL ENABLER OF THE CONNECTED AIRCRAFT AND BENEFITS FLIGHT 
OPERATIONS IN FIVE WAYS:

First, the greater volume of information that can be exchanged between air and ground in 

real-time, enabling both primary and secondary data to be streamed and analyzed. 

Second, the cost of transmitting data between air and ground is reduced, permitting more 

frequent and more detailed updates to be communicated. 

Third, the timeliness of data received for ground processing is improved, enhancing airline 

responsiveness to disruptions such as severe weather, airport congestion, on-board fuel levels, 

and maintenance issues. 

Fourth, the network connection between aircraft and data warehouse increases security and 
privacy relative to public ACARS networks. 

Fifth, network integration enables two-way call-and-response queries, where ground systems 

can request information from an aircraft in-flight and received a structured reply. 

While any of the major satellite-based IFC providers can deliver the fundamental connectivity 

between air and ground, to deploy the Connected Aircraft model, network optimization for real-

time operational data transmission is critical. This optimization includes service level agreements, 

bandwidth priority for high-value operating messages, and security and encryption technology to 

protect operational messages. In addition, redundant geographic coverage is essential, especially 

over remote or oceanic environments. 

For economic and bandwidth reasons, in-flight transmission of all aircraft data generated will rarely 

be the most efficient answer for global airlines. Instead, a split strategy of broadcasting high-value, 

timely data over IFC platforms and lower-value, large-scale trend data over ground networks will 

provide the right balance. It is important for airlines to differentiate which data needs to flow in 

real-time. Ultimately, the information transmitted in real-time will be driven by the cost of IFC 
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transmission and the associated value for real-time decision making. For example, messages related 

to aircraft position, remaining fuel on board and maintenance faults have high value in real time. 

In contrast, engine settings and sensor data can be excessively large but will only be used days or 

weeks later. A combination of connectivity channels, with a satellite-based backbone augmented by 

ground-based cellular and WiFi systems, will often prove cost-effective. 

AIRCRAFT DATA SOURCING
The Connected Aircraft starts with the collection of aircraft-generated data useful for operational 

planning and management. Airlines ideally would like to harvest 100% of available avionics and 
sensor data from each aircraft – any and all data generated by an aircraft will have utility for future 

planning and trend analysis, even if applications deployed today are not optimized for real-time 

sources. Populating the airline’s data warehouse with a baseline of aircraft-generated data will be a 

key enabler for future predictive analytics. 

Achieving a consistent base of fleet-wide information is challenging for airlines. Today’s aircraft 

offer factory and third-party capabilities to intercept data for operations management. Current 

applications for aircraft-generated data include airport operations, flight planning and following, fuel 

conservation, optimization of aircraft and crew assets, and recovery from operational disruptions.

There are material technical hurdles to collecting avionics-generated data in real-time due to 

inherent limitations in current-generation avionics busses7 and differences across aircraft fleets.

In conjunction with aircraft original equipment manufacturers (OEMs), aircraft avionics manufacturers 

adopted common standards for exchanging flight, engine, and fault data in the cockpit. With 

successive aircraft generations, the breadth and volume of avionics data increased. However, current 

generation avionics standards are frame-based and analog, limiting the detail and diversity of 

data that can be harvested. Architecturally, these limitations are similar to those of analog cellular 

telephones. With the advent of second-generation digital networks and associated encryption and 

compression in the 1990s, both the quality of calls and the number of simultaneous transmissions 

increased. A similar transformation is now occurring with avionics. Next-generation aircraft such 

as the Airbus A380 and Boeing 787 have IP-based networks that digitally exchange avionics 

7 An avionics bus is the electrical interface that connects avionics units on board an aircraft through a data transfer standard, using 

self-clocking, self-synchronizing protocols for transmitting and receiving data. Administered by ARINC, the global aviation radio and 

communications company, the 429 and 717 standards are the most common for the installed base of commercial aircraft. Physical 

connections among avionics units are based on twisted-pair wiring with each data unit consisting of 32 bits of data, with a single wire 

pair limited to 20 different receivers.
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information, but for the majority of today’s fleets, data capture still requires an analog-to-digital 

conversion. 

The Connected Aircraft can still derive value from today’s analog avionics, but specialized equipment 

and processing capability is required on aircraft to transform analog information into a digital 

structure compatible with today’s IFC and analytics platforms. 

Aircraft systems can be leveraged to achieve this conversion using digital flight data recorder (DFDR) 

infrastructure. From the late 1990s, government authorities mandated digital recorder use on airline 

fleets to increase the quality of information available in post-accident investigations. From the 1990s, 

new aircraft have DFDRs and digital data interpreters with solid-state memory, allowing recording of 

34 different operating parameters, including aircraft altitude, airspeed, vertical acceleration, heading, 

attitude, engine thrust and control surface positions. 

In addition to the DFDR and its associated data acquisition systems, most airliners have a storage 

unit called a Quick Access Recorder (QAR) that also captures sensor data for safety and analysis 

purposes. The connection from avionics to QAR is a critical piece of the Connected Aircraft puzzle, 

because information crossing that bridge can be logged, structured, and transmitted. Airlines can 

tap and use more than thirty parameters that flow to the QAR and the DFDR.
 

Airlines must also consider data consistency across fleet types. There are architectural differences 

between current-generation aircraft and next-generation models entering production. Even on 

modern designs, avionics systems and data collection capabilities vary significantly. 

The avionics backbone of a new-production Boeing 737 Next-Generation aircraft is still inherently 

analog. Its data transmission systems were in the pre-Internet era using legacy protocols. In 

contrast, starting with the Airbus A380, on-board data networks expand the breadth and quality 

of information for operational purposes, creating a true digital aircraft. Subsequent aircraft types 

including the A350 and Boeing 787 platforms share the A380s digital capability and collect data 

from thousands of discrete sensors. 

Digital aircraft create immense volumes of data. One month of operational data from a Boeing 

737 totals about three gigabytes of information, which easily fits on today’s USB thumb drives. In 

contrast, Boeing estimates that a single flight by a Boeing 787 creates more than 500 gigabytes of 

information from sensors and information channels. A month of flying exceeds 30 terabytes, which 

necessitates both high-speed connectivity systems to transmit and robust big data architectures to 
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store this information. 

The near-term introduction of the Airbus A320NEO and Boeing 737MAX families will bring similar 

data collection and storage requirements to narrowbody fleets. The Pratt & Whitney geared turbofan 

engine for the A320NEO incorporates more than 5,000 discrete sensors, or 50 times more than 

current engine designs, and creates 10 gigabytes per second of data to be read, interpreted, 

consolidated, and transmitted. 

CURRENT VS. FUTURE AIRCRAFT: DATA ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING CAPABILITY

 

As aircraft data sources multiply exponentially, IFC will become the broadband highway 
of information. Boeing and Airbus are expected to deliver more than 6,000 next-generation 

narrowbody aircraft in the next five years, thus, Connected Aircraft investments made today will need 

to scale dramatically. Airlines need to review Connected Aircraft requirements with the assumption 

that in the next decade fleets will become fully digital and generate petabytes of information. 

AIRCRAFT DATA TODAY
While the digital aircraft will necessitate new infrastructure and investments, in the near-term, 

airlines can justify Connected Aircraft investments based on use cases, cost reduction, and revenue 

generation that can be achieved from today’s analog aircraft. It is important to consider what data 

can be logged and used across current generations of aircraft, and what use cases exist to monetize 

Current Generation Next Generation

Example Aircraft

Avionics bus

Streams of data

Generated per month

Interfaces

B737NG, A320ceo, B757/767, 
B777, B747-400, A330, A340

Analog

20-40 discrete streams of 
avionics information 

5 gigabytes

Requires analog-to-digital 
conversion through EFB or 
interface device

A380, A350, B787, B747-8i,
 B737MAX, A320neo

Digital

Sensor data – thousands of 
simultaneous streams

30 terabytes
(30,000 gigabytes)

Native digital connectivity to 
inflight connectivity systems
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that data and realize a return on the Connected Aircraft investment.

As reviewed above, the first step to realize value from the Connected Aircraft is to capture aircraft 

information. Because DFDR and EFB systems are pervasive across today’s airline fleets, these 

systems represent the ideal starting point to collect and transmit data over IFC in real time. The 

following table shows data categories (non exhaustive list) that can be collected by using existing 

avionics and EFB systems today: 

 

For example, airlines that operate Airbus A320ceo or Boeing 737NG aircraft can capture high-

fidelity aircraft vector and track data, fuel flow information, and engine settings. These fields add 

to the information already transmitted over ACARS such as parking brake, cabin door, and aircraft 

departure/arrival times that can be broadcast over IFC systems at lower cost and higher fidelity. 

By interpreting, transmitting, and logging this data, airlines can build primary information sets as well 

as interpreted information, such as taxiway paths from gate to runway. Aircraft-generated data can 

also be pooled across operating fleets for high-fidelity weather information (including winds aloft, 

turbulence, and icing conditions) and maintenance trend analysis. Even the most basic data that 

flows through the DFDR/QAR platforms can have high value to operational and commercial teams.

GROUND-BASED DATA PROCESSING
More than 300 airlines worldwide operate fleets with more than 20 aircraft, and each faces a 

significant big data challenge in collecting, storing, and using the information collected from current 

generation aircraft. The magnitude of this challenge increases exponentially with next-generation 

aircraft designs. As data is collected from the Connected Aircraft and broadcast to ground, airlines 

must have efficient, scalable infrastructure to capture, process, and utilize this information in 

everyday workflow and decision support activities. By using today’s cloud-based data warehousing 

Track and Position Equipment State Event Data (Change in state)

Latitude, longitude & altitude
Speed (indicated, true, ground)
Measured winds aloft
Ambient temperature
Pitch and bank
Barometer
G forces
Transponder

Flap, gear, brake
Autopilot settings
Engine settings
Thrust reverser settings
Squak switch
Trim settings
Fuel flow
Fuel on board
Door status (pax & cargo)
Cabin pressure

Fault messages
OOOI times
Doors open/closed
Autopilot on/off
Autothrottles on/off
TCAS warnings
Frequency change
Flight level
SAT/TAT
ETA/distance to go
Engine Oil Pressure
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and analytics platforms, airlines can translate the promise of Connected Aircraft data into tangible, 

high-impact applications across the operation, which leads to improved operation decision-making.

Big-data tools revolutionize how operations teams manage aircraft-generated information that 
was previously too cumbersome to use in solving everyday problems.  Traditional data-mining 

methods are effective on uniform data sets such as a single parameter (altitude, fuel burn) or sensor 

(outside temperature). To integrate heterogeneous data sets such as the diverse stream of aircraft-

generated data, IT teams must tackle data standardization, normalization, and scalability challenges. 

An airline data warehouse is a central repository for diverse information that is collected from 

multiple sources, and forms the foundation for data analysis. The data is fed into business 

intelligence tools to produce standard data reporting (such as dashboards, key performance 

indicators, and performance measurement). The warehouse serves as the foundation for predictive 

analytics, finding patterns and trends in data to predict future outcomes for improved decision-

making and planning. 

Traditional data warehouses acquire data from operational and commercial systems, clean and 

catalog the incoming data, and structure for data mining, operations research, and decision 

support. Cloud-based data warehouses move the acquisition, storage, and processing to virtualized 

infrastructure with high scalability, high availability, global redundancy, and stability. Despite the 

significant benefits, airline managers and IT administrators need to consider security and privacy 

issues when cloud warehouses are used for mission-critical applications. 

Through 2010, on-premises data storage was the default choice for storing operational data, with 

inherent limits to the economic scalability of warehouses due to storage and bandwidth costs. Since 

2010, three fundamental disruptions changed the economics of archiving and using operational 

data.

First, the storage costs declined, allowing economic storage of even the most robust data sources 

from a Boeing 787 or Boeing 737MAX. When the 787 program launched in 2003, 1TB of hard disk 

storage cost in a physical data center cost about $1,500 to purchase. Archiving the 787 avionics bus 

in 2003 would have driven $500,000 per year in incremental storage cost. Between 2003 and 2015, 

the cost of disk storage declined 95%. Today, the cost of storing one year of Boeing 787 data is less 

than $20,000 per year, or less than the cost of one controllable cancellation per year. Cloud storage 

makes the wholesale collection and archiving of aircraft-generated data an economic proposition. 

Second, the shift to flash-memory based storage changed the speed with which data can be 

searched and utilized in critical applications. Modern solid-state storage offers fast access and is 
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more reliable than traditional hard disks, with a significant performance advantage. For example, 

using big data tools, processing one month of 787 data takes about four minutes. That speed and 

timeliness allows real-time analysis to become part of everyday decision-making and operational 

intelligence.  

Third, cloud-based data warehouses turned what was a fixed cost investment into a variable 

one, and eliminated the friction of adding incremental storage. The cloud reduced traditional 

hurdles to archiving and storing high data volumes. When airlines require new storage capacity, 

incremental capacity can be turned on without additional infrastructure and without disrupting, 

reformatting, or impacting existing systems. In addition, bandwidth and engineering constraints 

are shifted from airlines to cloud services providers. 

By lowering storage cost, decreasing the time required to query data, and removing barriers to 

data extensibility and storage capacity, cloud-based data warehouses are critical to achieving the 

potential of the Connected Aircraft. The cloud allows airlines to harness data from connected fleets 

and transform the data into actionable intelligence to improve decision-making. 

Once data is loaded into cloud warehouses, the next challenge is how to process, link, and analyze 

data to drive useful information and support decisions. Aircraft-generated data is inherently diverse 

and non-standardized; context, perspective, and detail is necessary to create actionable knowledge. 

Airlines must address data validation, standardization, and uniformity.  
 
Managing and querying aircraft-generated data is a “big data” challenge. Big data analysis is 

the process of examining large data sets to uncover hidden patterns and previously unknown 

correlations. Processing aircraft data is not practical using desktop applications such as Excel or 

small-scale database tools such as Access or even SAS. For modern digital aircraft, data from a single 

flight will overwhelm most relational database management systems. Moving to the cloud is the 

most cost-effective path to processing the data volumes generated. 

Connected Aircraft investments therefore need to be accompanied by investments in big data 
analytics and data processing tools. GEE provides cloud-based data warehousing and analytics 

solutions that are optimized for airline use and pre-stocked with reference information that helps 

operating teams identify trends and understand the implications of data from Connected Aircraft. 

SECURITY CONSIDERATIONS: AIRCRAFT, CONNECTIVITY, AND CLOUD
Pairing Connected Aircraft investments with cloud data warehousing infrastructure allows airlines to 

scale data storage, processing, and analysis. At each stage of data collection and storage, however, 
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airlines need to consider data integrity and infrastructure security. As airlines use the data in critical 

situations, the reliability of each component must also be analyzed and monitored.

The vulnerability of aircraft avionics is a significant consideration, particularly when IFC systems 

used for operations are shared with consumer activity. The introduction of two-way communication 

between ground and cockpit further increases the necessity of firewalls between cockpit data 

infrastructure and consumer Internet access points. 

For today’s aircraft, legacy avionics networks and third-party aircraft interface devices segregate 

operational data collection and transmission from consumer browsing activity on board. However, 

tomorrow’s digital aircraft – including the Boeing 737MAX and the A320neo family – will isolate the 

on-board aircraft network used for avionics and aircraft control from the connectivity networks used 

for consumer browsing. Airlines that make Connected Aircraft investments must consider which 

data sources are critical for operations and which interfaces share internal and external networks 

with critical avionics and aircraft control components. GEE’s aircraft systems, including EFB, aircraft 

interfaces, and in-flight connectivity, feature isolated networks, firewalls, and encryption technology 

to maximize the security of operational data collected and minimize the threat of consumer or 

ground-based access to aircraft systems. 

The Connected Aircraft brings new security advantages as well. ACARS systems rely on 

ground-based radio networks and low-bandwidth satellite infrastructure, and messages can be 

intercepted by third parties and decoded with identifiable information. Satellite-based IFC platforms 

provide both global coverage and end-to-end encryption and data security over a private IP-based 

network for critical operational data. 

Security requirements can be addressed through hardware (discrete networks and firewalls) and 

software (end-to-end data encryption). Once information reaches the ground, security of both 

on-premises and cloud-based infrastructure must also be ensured. Data transmission should 

occur through virtual private networks (VPNs) and encrypted data tunnels. The GEE Operations 

Solutions team has experience managing data access, network segregation, multi-tenancy, and 

encryption technology in both the Amazon Web Services platform and other commercial cloud 

environments. GEE’s solutions incorporate multi-zone redundancy, recovery, and account control 

tools that maximize the security of cloud-based infrastructure for airlines making Connected Aircraft 

investments. 

Ensuring the security of aircraft-to-ground data transmission and storage is critical for Connected 
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Aircraft implementation, and so is selecting infrastructure partners that can deliver near-100% uptime 

and high-performance Service Level Agreements (SLAs). Because Connected Aircraft infrastructure 

requires a chain of aircraft data generation, two-way air-to-ground transmission, and ground-based 

data processing to work in unison, SLAs must be sufficient to meet the airline’s operational goals. 

VALUE DRIVERS 
From lower operating costs to a more punctual operation, implementing a fleet-wide Connected 

Aircraft model drives substantial benefits for airlines. By sourcing aircraft data, sending that data to 

ground in real-time using IFC platforms, storing data in robust warehouses, and then solving high-

impact problems, an airline can derive near-term ROI from investments.

Across the industry, the increasing pace of new aircraft deliveries will force airline investments in 

Connected Aircraft solutions. Demand by global airlines and business aviation will place increasing 

stress on both airport facilities and en-route airspace. Increasing airspace saturation will increase 

pressure on airlines to adapt their operations in real-time; for example, severe weather events 

will amplify taxi queues and drive significantly longer sequencing delays than observed today. To 

compute optimal solutions for each flight – potentially fleet-wide across hundreds of airborne aircraft 

– an airline’s ability to collect real-time aircraft status, compute optimal solutions, and collaborate 

among operations centers, pilots, and air traffic controllers will be a key driver of cost management. 

Real-time information exchange and dynamic planning will become essential capabilities. 

Similarly, the Connected Aircraft will impact how airline personnel interact and exchange 

information during operational disruptions. Instead of today’s manual workflow related to basic data 

communication and isolated problem solving, the Connected Aircraft refocuses human time on 

problem solving with a full view of current conditions, options, and implications, while leveraging 

ground-based big data systems that can automate core calculations and reduce computational 

errors. When paired with ground-based analytics and big data capability, the Connected Aircraft 

model promises to reduce personnel requirements and drive more efficient use of flight crews, 

dispatchers, and airport operations personnel. 

The Connected Aircraft is more than just the flow of data from air to ground – the model promises 

a fundamental change in how airline System Operations Centers (SOCs) schedule, dispatch, and 

manage flights in real time. The Connected Aircraft impacts all aspects of an airline’s operation, 

from aircraft routings and assignments to flight plans, maintenance, crew scheduling, load planning, 

airport operations, and customer service. Armed with real-time information, SOCs can get early 
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notification about aircraft faults, route disruptions, and airport congestion, and make proactive 

decisions that reduce airline delays and cancellations. 

Ultimately, the Connected Aircraft model can turn the current art of disruption management 
into a data-driven science. Stakeholders across the airline will benefit from the insight provided 

when an operation is impacted by weather or congestion. The Connected Aircraft promises to 

reduce variability and ensure that airlines make the most efficient choices. By providing higher-

quality information that can be shared among airlines and air traffic managers, the Connected 

Aircraft model also contributes to shared airspace management among airlines and government 

authorities.  

USE CASES
The Connected Aircraft drives operational improvements in five areas, all of which contribute to 

operational cost reduction: fuel consumption management, crew management, asset scheduling, 

meteorological forecasting, and improved customer experience.

Fuel Consumption. Today, even ACARS-connected airlines have limited real-time insight into fuel 

used during a flight and the factors that drive suboptimal fuel burn. A mid-size airline burns more 

than $1 billion of fuel each year. Implementing real-time optimization of aircraft flight profiles to 

reduce fuel burn by 2% would drive more than $20 million in annual savings.

How does the Connected Aircraft impact fuel consumption? In real-time, the Connected Aircraft 

logs and transmits information about the aircraft track, speed, engine settings and fuel flow, and 

ambient weather conditions to ground. Through real-time cloud-based analytics, airlines process 

that data and determine if changes to flight track, engine settings, or even arrival sequencing could 

reduce fuel burn over the remainder of the flight. Similarly, if an airline detects higher-than-expected 

fuel flow for a given flight – or if it uses fleet-sourced data to anticipate adverse winds or weather 

conditions that will impact a current flight later in its journey – then air-to-ground analytics offer 

new opportunities to refine flight paths and stay ahead of potential problems. This intelligence has 

benefits beyond fuel burn as well, by reducing expensive unplanned fuel stops that also impact 

passenger connections.  

Even with today’s fleets, the Connected Aircraft model provides immediate benefits for fuel 

management. A new generation of flight planning and decision support tools will be required to 

realize the full value of real-time analytics on fuel consumption. Given that airlines are adopting 

cloud-based, software-as-a-service (SaaS) flight planning systems today, connecting these platforms 

to cloud-based warehouses with Connected Aircraft data will be common by 2020. 
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Crew scheduling. Crew scheduling is another ripe opportunity for improvement with the real-time 

data and analytics from Connected Aircraft fleets, particularly in managing crew availability during 

peak scheduling periods and severe weather. In the United States, changes to flight crew duty limits 

increased the importance of real-time insight into crew hours and disruption events. In addition, the 

shortage of qualified pilots increases the importance of efficient crew utilization. 

The cost savings opportunity for crew scheduling and real-time management is material; a mid-size 

airline spends more than $500 million annually on flight and cabin crew compensation. Managing 

duty lines and aircraft/flight assignments to increase monthly productivity by just one round-trip 

flight would drive more than $30 million in annual cost savings, with additional benefits to pilot 

hiring and flight operations overhead. 

As with fuel and flight planning systems, today’s crew scheduling tools are not yet optimized for 

either cloud-based SaaS deployment or the use of real-time crew and flight data. Crew scheduling 

systems can use Connected Aircraft data to increase the accuracy of flight start and end times, 

impacting both crew pay and duty limit management. To realize the broader benefits from more 

efficient scheduling, these systems will need to dynamically recalculate reserve staffing and line 

assignments. 

Asset scheduling. A typical mid-size airline can spend up to $1 billion per year on aircraft leases and 

financing. Particularly for airlines with short-haul networks, the aircraft assignment and scheduling 

benefits from connectivity offer a path to higher utilization and greater revenue.

To achieve tighter scheduling, airlines must optimize their airport turns. Through real-time 

connectivity and analysis, airlines gain immediate insight into operational problems at each station. 

Richer data – including the status of cargo and passenger doors, on-board cabin equipment and 

real-time aircraft logbook information – all contribute to proactive turn management and increased 

attention on delay generation. A robust history of aircraft turn data also allows airlines to highlight 

those stations that underperform and identify best practices by airport and fleet. 

Second, real-time tracking and proactive flight plan management enable more scheduled flights 

per aircraft. Systems that monitor and measure deviation from flight plans help reduce inbound 

delays to stations. Similarly, proactive flight re-routing also helps airlines recover from operational 

disruptions and delays. When maintenance faults do occur, the cost of unscheduled maintenance – 

in delays and cancellations – can be a major drag on profitability. Streaming a full package of aircraft 

health information, with status of upstream, alternate, and downstream systems, allows the airline’s 
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maintenance control teams to determine if an immediate repair is required, and if so, where and 

when to schedule the repair. Parts and mechanics can be staged to meet aircraft when they land, 

reducing departure delays. 

Meteorological forecasting. Finally, the Connected Aircraft creates new opportunities to collect and 

incorporate real-time weather information into operations management. For airlines operating in 

weather-prone areas, advance forecasts and ground-based radar systems provide a limited view of 

real-world conditions. Using big data to build a composite view of weather aloft can drive immediate 

benefits for both current and future flights. Furthermore, observing real-time flight track diversion 

data can help airlines assess and measure ongoing operating costs and manage against specific fuel, 

utilization, and delay performance targets. 

Passenger Experience. Real-time estimation of departure and arrival times and situational awareness 

during cancellations, diversions, and mechanical delays will help airlines more effectively manage 

disruptions and reduce negative impacts on customers. Estimating arrival times and communicating 

that information to airport teams can minimize the number of aircraft that wait for gates to open. 

Transmitting aircraft fault data directly to maintenance control reduces follow-on delays by enabling 

the airline to position parts and mechanics to meet incoming aircraft. By providing airport and 

customer service teams with reliable and current information, airlines can reduce operating costs and 

improve passenger experiences through reliability, automated re-routing, and proactive customer 

service. 

The benefits of the Connected Aircraft model therefore span multiple cost categories, from aircraft 

ownership cost, to maintenance and airport facilities, to weather avoidance. Through more efficient 

operations – scheduling more hours of production from each asset, reducing fixed infrastructure 

requirements such as gates and terminal space through lower variability in operations, and staging 

maintenance through real-time fault observation and diagnosis – airlines can drive significant 

changes to their cost structure while also increasing passenger revenue.  

GLOBAL FLIGHT TRACKING AND AIRSPACE MANAGEMENT
Real-time position data also creates opportunities in real-time asset tracking and airspace 

management. Recent incidents highlighted the importance of global aircraft tracking capability, 

particularly in areas of the world where radar coverage is minimal. 

Today, only 10% of the Earth’s surface is covered by ground-based surveillance systems. Satellite 

coverage provides continuous and real-time coverage of polar regions, oceans,  mountainous areas, 
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and other remote regions. IFC platforms that transmit aircraft position data permit airline teams 

to monitor fleet position and identify discrepancies, improving safety and situational awareness. 

Furthermore, tamper-proof broadcasting capabilities can be built into future generations of aircraft 

modems and antenna hardware. Satellite-based surveillance systems update aircraft position in 

seconds, versus four-minute cycles for today’s ADS-C transponders. The value created by global 

flight tracking extends to non-airline customers, such as aircraft lessors and insurance companies. 

Airspace management improves with real-time aircraft position reports. Today, aircraft position 

reports occur through ADS-B transponders and, for aircraft not equipped with ADS-B, over Selective 

Calling (SELCAL) systems or through HF-radio voice broadcasts. Flights in uncontrolled airspace such 

as the North Atlantic flight tracks, results in the absence of reliable, real-time position data, forcing 

increased separation between aircraft, currently a 10-minute longitudinal minimum. Tightening 

separation through satellite surveillance allows more efficient climb performance, optimal altitude 

and speed selection, more direct aircraft routings, and avoidance of weather that all contribute to 

shorter flight times, significant fuel savings, and new opportunities to increase asset efficiency. 

OPERATIONAL MANAGEMENT
The Connected Aircraft ultimately impacts how operational teams use data to drive their planning 

and system management activities. Organizational benefits from real-time visibility about fleet status 

and aircraft health are material. For example, GEE’s operations solutions include analytics platforms 

that track an airline’s operational performance each day at a granular level and benchmark against its 

peer group. Airline managers can view real-time performance and passenger impact and proactively 

intervene when performance deteriorates. The Connected Aircraft allows all airline stakeholders – 

including passengers, crews, airport teams, managers, and airspace controllers – to share real-time 

information and stay ahead of disruptive events. 

In addition, the Connected Aircraft benefits organizational safety initiatives. Today, airlines download 

QAR data during maintenance downtime but only use that data in a narrow context, even though 

QAR records contain important avionics data that enables predictive analytics. By extending today’s 

Flight Operations Quality Management (FOQA) programs to include both real-time information and 

avionics data beyond the DFDR channels observed today, airlines improve their situational awareness 

of safety-related events, process and flag flight conditions that deviate from allowed standards, and 

automate collection of rich contextual data to inform management. 

Robust data collection and automated processing will reduce the time and cost burden of internal 

and regulatory reporting. Furthermore, cloud-based data warehousing offers a more cost-effective 
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platform for FOQA data management and archiving than terrestrial, on-premises solutions. Bringing 

together diverse operational data sources – including aircraft- and ground-generated data – forms 

the foundation for predictive analytics. The value derived from those predictive systems will depend 

on the quality of data collected and the company’s ability to process, store, and analyze the data. 

THE GEE MODEL: SOURCE, SEND, STORE AND SOLVE
Widespread EFB integration, satellite-based IFC, and cloud-based data analytics provide the 

necessary ingredients to realize the Connected Aircraft vision. Imminent introduction of digital 

aircraft models with robust data generation capability, such as the 737MAX and 320neo families, 

create urgency for Connected Aircraft infrastructure. There are tangible benefits from real-time 

analytics and predictive capabilities in planning flights, managing current operations, and scheduling 

assets. From an economic perspective, the Connected Aircraft model aligns with organizational 

priorities and drives near-term ROI. 

GEE Operations Solutions offers hardware, software, and cloud-based services that help airlines 

source, send, and store aircraft-generated data, and solves complex operational problems 

through a combination of industry-wide data, flight tracking and flight history tools, and cloud-

based infrastructure that connects seamlessly with an airline’s business intelligence systems. GEE’s 
solutions are platform neutral – each solution is designed for cross-platform compatibility, 

so airlines can utilize existing EFB, IFC, and cloud investments as part of a GEE-based Aircraft 

Connectivity platform.  
 

Cockpit data collection. GEE Operations Solutions offers the navAero suite of tablet electronic flight 

bag (EFB) mounting kits, aircraft-dedicated EFB system, Universal Aircraft Interface Devices (UAIDs) 

and ancillary EFB-related technology products that provide robust capability to intercept, structure, 

store, and send cockpit data to ground. Already installed on more than 3,500 aircraft worldwide, 

navAero’s platform reads dozens of avionics channels in real time, converts frame-based avionics 

messages to XML-based data packets that can be transmitted over IFC platforms, and forks data 

transmission over satellite-based IFC (for high-value, real-time data) and ground-based cellular 

and WiFi networks (for larger-volume, lower-priority information). navAero’s EFB systems provide a 

two-way interface between flight crews, aircraft avionics systems and the airline’s operations center. 

In addition, the navAero platform interfaces with third-party applications on the aircraft, including 

moving maps, electronic flight charts, weight and balance tools, logbooks, and company manuals. 

Data transmission. Our operational solutions are designed for compatibility across different IFC 

and ground-based connectivity platforms that are based on IP networks. While optimized for the 
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GEE IFC solutions, our EFB/cockpit connectivity and cloud analytics platforms also accommodate 

data transmission over competitor networks. We work with each customer to prioritize transfer 

requirements and identify the most cost-effective channels for real-time and historical data 

transmission. We also help airlines understand and implement data encryption and security 

standards. 

Cloud-based data warehousing. GEE supports major global airlines today in the aggregation, 

processing, and data mining of real-time operational data. Our cloud-based solutions provide 

airlines with immediate insight into their own operations (based on aircraft flight information, 

transponder data and other internal and external data sources) and those of key competitors. Airlines 

use GEE’s cloud systems as a critical information source when planning schedules, monitoring 

current flight operations, and planning recovery from operational disruptions. By adding real-time 

aircraft health and detailed track data to our platform, we expand and enrich the operational data 

available to airline managers and operational analysts. We also enable aircraft-generated data to 

be used in business intelligence and software platforms from Tableau and Oracle, as well as other 

internal airline applications. 

Analytics. A core part of our platform is the ability to query and analyze data for post-operations 

analysis, current system management, and predictive analytics. GEE Operations Solutions offers 

web-based dashboards and query tools, customized reports, and comprehensive analytics 

applications. Our platform includes modern map-reduce data processing capability (including both 

Hadoop and Amazon Redshift) for fleet-wide queries at petabyte-scale. These big data tools will be 

essential for processing aircraft-generated data from next-generation aircraft models.  

GEE innovation leadership. GEE’s combination of cockpit integration, in-flight connectivity, 
cloud data warehousing, and analytics realize the Connected Aircraft vision. With the tangible 

ROI and immediate operational insight gained from Connected Aircraft investments, our platform 

provides the essential ingredients needed to source, send, store, and solve complex operational 

problems. 

CONCLUSIONS
IFC platforms offer new dimensions of value to airlines: real-time fleet tracking, air-to-ground 

integration of aircraft-generated data with operational systems, and software solutions that allow 

in-flight crews, airports, and operations managers to collaborate during disruptions and make the 

most efficient decisions possible. The value from IFC investments extends beyond the passenger 
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experience: even today, Connected Aircraft investments can drive multi-million dollar benefits from 

operations. 

The foundation for the Connected Aircraft model is real. Airlines can collect aircraft-generated 

information, transmit that data to ground, and process and analyze the information in real time. 

By tapping electronic flight bag (EFB) and cockpit connectivity systems, airlines can harvest deep 

operational and aircraft health data even from current-generation aircraft. As next-generation aircraft 

from Boeing, Airbus, Bombardier, and Embraer enter service, the quantity and quality of accessible 

aircraft information will increase exponentially. Real-time transmission related to aircraft position, 

engine settings, fuel flow, cabin status, and other avionics data will drive immediate value for flight 

plan optimization, fuel conservation, weather avoidance, and crew scheduling. 

Global IFC coverage provides a reliable infrastructure to transmit information between aircraft and 

ground. Legacy radio-based data transmission systems are costly, insecure, limited by geographic 

coverage, and difficult to integrate with operational systems. IFC platforms offer high bandwidth, 

global coverage, and IP-based network access to interface with ground-based systems. With today’s 

IFC platforms, aircraft become extensions of an airline’s internal network, and two-way information 

exchange with the cockpit becomes practical and cost-effective. 

Cloud data storage and big data analytics eliminate barriers to harnessing aircraft-generated 

information. Storage costs dropped 95% in the past 12 years, making 100% collection of aircraft-

generated data economically efficient. Big data analytics – using new computational techniques to 

query large stores of data – are now widely accessible. Receiving and analyzing aircraft-generated 

data, even across an entire fleet, is now feasible. 

The value created by aircraft data collection, high-speed air-to-ground connectivity, and cloud-

based data processing and analytics will unlock substantial new profitability. Increasing airspace and 

airport congestion today necessitates proactive operations management, and achieving future cost 

reduction will depend on more efficient scheduling and operational reliability. For flight planning and 

fuel conservation, crew scheduling, asset utilization, maintenance, and passenger services, real-time 

operational data and predictive analytics can drive millions of dollars in airline cost savings. 
Real-time data enables airlines to manage disruptions proactively, reduce delays and cancellations, 

and tighten airport turns. In turn, higher utilization allows airlines to generate more revenue from 

aircraft and airports, utilize flight crews efficiently, and improve the customer experience. From 

an operational perspective, real-time data and analytics turn the current art of airline operations 

management into a data-driven science, allowing teams to manage by exception and share key 
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operational data across the organization.  

GEE Operations Solutions is the leader in Connected Aircraft enablement, offering a comprehensive 

suite of hardware, software, and cloud solutions to help airlines source data from aircraft, send 

information to ground with global satellite coverage, store and process information through cloud 

data warehousing, and solve complex operational problems with big-data analytics and broad 

industry data capabilities. 
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